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“In silico is an expression used to mean "performed on computer or via computer simula-

tion." The phrase was coined as an analogy to the Latin phrases in vivo and in vitro which 

are commonly used in biology and refer to experiments done in living organisms and 

outside of living organisms, respectively.”

D’après “In Silico Research”, Center of Excellence in generative medicine, University of Bridgeport.

The Digital age in architecture reached 

a point of maturity where a quick and 

seamless transition drives the relation 

between design and fabrication. Indeed 

the digital chain, i.e. the continous 

transition between the different devel-

opment scales of the project has gotten 

tighter and tighter. The complexity 

resulting of the non standard architec-

ture has been fully absorbed by the 

technological means; the direct transla-

tion of the designed shapes into G code 

(the fabrication files) ensures the exact 

transcription of a generative but con-

trolled shape into a fully computed non 

standard geometry assembly. 

This dome has to be understood as the 

demonstration of this consistant work-

flow setup between design and fabrica-

tion. The designer has gone through 

quick design iterations for five days, 

constantly proving his design intent 

through fabrication models replicating 

the connection details driven by the 

project constrains. The result is a self 

standing dome built as an assembly of 

fifty sheets of hand folded aluminum 

sheets (1mX1m) cut over a week-end 

workshop. 
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ROK, Installation at the 5M3 exhibition space in Basel

In Silico Design , “SK13”, Pavillion, Lausanne.


